Investigating Periodic Body Motions as a Tacit Reference Structure in Norwegian Telespringar Performance
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ABSTRACT: The pulse level in music is often described as a series of isochronous beats that provides an underlying reference structure against which we perceive rhythmic patterns. This notion is challenged by music styles that seem to feature an underlying reference structure that consists of beats of uneven duration, such as certain traditional Scandinavian dance music genres in so-called asymmetrical meter. This study investigates periodic body motion as a reference structure in a specific style of traditional Norwegian dance music called telespringar. The intimate relationship between music and motion is often highlighted in rhythm studies of telespringar, so this study encompasses both sound and motion analyses. It is based on a motion capture study of three telespringar performers; one fiddler and two dancers. Motion analysis of the fiddler’s foot stamping indicates a stable long–medium–short duration pattern at beat level. Motion analysis of the dancers’ vertical motion of the hips revealed a periodic pattern in synchrony with the beat duration pattern determined by the fiddler’s foot stamping. This result implies that the underlying rhythmic structures in telespringar depend upon a shared and embodied knowledge of the underlying asymmetrical reference structure that is implicit in the production and perception of telespringar.
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INTRODUCTION

THE pulse in music is considered to be a fundamental reference level for the perception of rhythm (Parncutt, 1994; London, 2012). Although it may coincide with sonic events in the music, the pulse is constructed, first and foremost, by the perceiver and may not be represented by sonic events (for example, during pauses or syncopated sequences). Thus the pulse level cannot always be directly measured in the sound signal (Sethares, 2007; Nozaradan et al., 2011; Honing, 2013). Research has shown that we tend to interpret rhythm in a metrical context (Honing, 2012)—that is, in relation to an organization of the pulse level. Even when we are presented with isochronous sequences of equivalent sounding events, we do not process them as equal, due to the subjective accenting (Brochard et al., 2003). We perceive meter when certain beats in a pulse are perceived as accented in a regularly repeating pattern. The perception of this kind of regularity in music is considered to be a result of “strong” (accented) and “weak” (unaccented) beats, which generate a metrical hierarchy (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). In such a hierarchy, the first beat in the repeating cycle (or measure), often referred to as the “downbeat,” is considered the “strongest.” The meter can therefore, in principle, be interpreted in a number of ways (Lee, 1991; Honing, 2012). In polymetric[2] music, multiple meters can coexist—for example, music in 6/8 can be perceived as having either three or two underlying beats. London refers to David Locke’s “Gestalt flip” describing the way in which one can switch between alternative metrical interpretations of music with multiple possible downbeat locations (see London, 2012). In addition, in some music styles the downbeat is not indicated by the strongest sonic beat but by an accent pattern that...
is typical of the genre, such as, for example, a backbeat groove in which the second and fourth beat are accentuated (London, 2012; Danielsen et al., 2015). Hence, the perception of meter depends on the perceived pulse and downbeat but also familiarity or facility with the genre in question. Researchers have also pointed out that, in some music, the pulse may not consist of points in time but of “extended” beats (“beat bins”), either because there are multiple pulse-related onsets of sonic events that merge into a given perceived beat (Danielsen, 2010), or because the beginning of the beat-related sonic event is ambiguous, as in fiddle music (Johansson, 2010).

Music perception, researchers have claimed, comprises a fusion of auditory and motor sensations (Godøy, 2006, 2011), and rhythm, in particular, belongs to the field of tacit and embodied knowledge based on motor experiences (Shove & Repp, 1995; Blom, 2006). The intimate relationship between musical meter and body motion has been documented in a number of studies. Entrainment studies, for example, point out that humans seem to be able to coordinate their actions with an external auditory stimulus. Clayton describes the intra-individual entrainment that takes place within a person, which appears to be responsible for the perception of musical meter, whereas inter-individual musical entrainment labels the underlying dynamics of movement coordination among people (Clayton, 2012, 2013). Our ability to synchronize our rhythmic motion to an external rhythm has also been investigated in a number of studies using finger tapping, dancing, and other body motions performed in time with an audible rhythm (see, e.g., Repp & Su, 2013; Danielsen et al., 2015). Body motions entrained to the pulse level of the music include synchronized foot tapping, head nodding, and body swaying (Leman & Godøy, 2010; Merchant et al., 2015). In addition, research on patterns in spontaneous motions that are aligned to music has shown that several levels of the metrical hierarchy can be embodied simultaneously (Toiviainen et al., 2010). According to existing research on pulse and body motion, body motion is not only a reaction to hearing rhythmic input, but can also facilitate the processing of temporal structures (Su & Pöppel, 2012) and improve the perception of timing—that is, time keeping (Manning & Schutz, 2013).

Researchers have also criticized the preconception that an underlying reference structure must consist of isochronous beats (Bengtsson, 1987; Kvifte, 2004; Johansson, 2009; Polak, 2010). Instead of the idea of a Common Fast Pulse (CFP), indicating a shared reference level of isochronous subdivisions, Kvifte (2007) proposes a Common Slow Pulse (CSP), indicating a shared reference level above beat level. He observes that this allows us to understand metrical beats as unequal divisions of the reference level of the measure, as performed by moving bodies. Given the acknowledged close relationship between body-motion patterns and metrical patterns in music, Kvifte argues that such body motions are better candidates for a fundamental reference structure than a fixed clock pulse.

Similar points have been made in other studies discussing the conception of rhythm in music styles with an intimate relationship to dance. Dance has been categorized as sound-accompanying motions (Jensenius, 2007) or described as responses to musical sound (van Dyck et al., 2013). However, for music styles in which music and dance have evolved together through mutual interaction (Blom, 1981; Naveda & Leman, 2009), it has been pointed out that the musical rhythm must be understood in relation to the corresponding dance (Grau, 1983; Baily, 1985; Kubik, 1990; Mariani, 1998; Carvalho, 1999; Gerischer, 2006; Blom, 2006). It has also been suggested that rhythm patterns may be conditioned by the particular way of dancing (Bengtsson, 1974; Blom, 1981, 1993, 2006). Blom explains that traditional dance music is performed with the “correct swing” because the musicians have an internalized knowledge of the rhythmic character of the corresponding dance (Blom, 2006). In other words, dance is not only a response to musical sound but also an intrinsic part of the music. In order to gain a better understanding of rhythm structures in music with an intimate relationship to dance, the present study investigates a specific style of traditional Norwegian folk dance called telespringar.
NORWEGIAN TELESPRINGAR

Springar tunes are among the older types of Norwegian folk dances known as regional dances (Bygdedanser; Bakka et al., 1995), and telespringar is a springar from the region of Telemark in Norway. Telespringar can be played on several traditional instruments but is usually played on the Hardanger fiddle, an ornately decorated fiddle instrument that is slightly smaller than a regular violin. It has a relatively short neck and flat bridge, and four or five sympathetic strings that run under the bowed strings. The sympathetic strings resonate when the bowed strings are played, contributing to the rich sound of this fiddle and also giving the music its characteristic drone. The fiddle playing is also extensively ornamented.

Telespringar tunes are usually notated in triple meter, but it is a common understanding that telespringar is in asymmetrical meter—that is, the three underlying beats in a measure are of uneven duration (Groven, 1971; Blom, 1981; Kvifte, 1999). The asymmetrical beat pattern varies among different types of springar tunes, but telespringar is characterized by a long-medium-short duration pattern at the beat level (Groven, 1971; Kvifte, 1999). Researchers have noted that this asymmetrical beat pattern should not be understood as a deviation from an underlying isochronous pulse; instead, the underlying pulse in telespringar should be understood as asymmetrical in and of itself (Groven, 1971; Blom, 1981; Kvifte, 2007; Johansson, 2009; Haugen, 2015). Fiddlers generally stamp their feet while playing telespringar, and while performance style differs among performers, foot stamping is considered an integral part of Hardanger fiddle playing as well as an expression of the meter (see, e.g., Kvifte, 1983; Blom, 2006; Ahlbäck, 2003). In telespringar playing, fiddlers usually stamp their feet on the first and second beats but only sometimes on the third beat. The foot stamp on the first beat is considered the strongest, and the foot stamp on the third beat, the weakest (Kvifte, 1999; Blom, 2006).

Figure 1. A representation of the dancers’ libration pattern for telespringar, as suggested by Blom (1981) and adapted from Blom (1981; Figure 7, p. 309). The vertical motion of the dancers’ center of gravity can be represented as a straight line between the turning points in the libration curve. In telespringar, the first down/up motion corresponds to the longest beat (beat 1); the second down motion corresponds to the medium-length beat (beat 2); and the second up motion corresponds to the shortest beat (beat 3).

The intimate relationship between music and dance in traditional Norwegian folk music is often emphasized in rhythm studies of telespringar (see, e.g., Bakka, 1978; Blom, 1981; Omholt, 2009). Telespringar dance is performed by couples, usually positioned in a ring formation that moves counter-clockwise (Blom, 1981). There are three main variants upon the motion pattern in springar dances: a winding part, in which the dancers turn under each others’ arms while moving along the line of dance; an unfastened part, in which the dancers dance independently along the line; and a couple turning part, in which the dancers turn around together (Bakka et al., 1995). The springar dance is improvised, and the way in which dancers hold one another and execute the main motion patterns will vary considerably (Blom, 1981; Mårds, 1999). The footsteps in telespringar dancing also vary, partly in relation to the way in which the dancers turn.
Previous studies have proposed that, despite all of this variation and improvisation, the vertical motion of the dancers’ center of gravity seems to follow a regular pattern (Blom, 1981; Kvifte, 2004). Blom calls this the *patterned libration of the body’s center of gravity* and shows how this *libration pattern* can be represented as straight lines between the turning points (peaks and troughs) in the dancers’ *libration curve*. The dancers’ libration pattern is thought to be style specific and directly linked to the musical meter (Blom, 1981). In telespringar dancing, Blom suggests that the libration curve consists of two down/up motions in every measure. According to Blom (1981, 1993, 2006) the first down/up motion corresponds to the duration of the first beat, while the second down motion corresponds to the duration of the second beat and the second up motion corresponds to the duration of the third beat. A representation of Blom’s libration hypothesis for telespringar is displayed in Figure 1. From this perspective, the rhythm patterns in telespringar seem to imply an understanding of the corresponding dance—that is, the production and perception of these rhythms require some bodily knowledge of the style itself (Blom, 2006).

**METHOD**

In this paper, I seek a better understanding of the underlying reference structure in telespringar through an investigation of periodic patterns in the sound and the body motion of both the fiddler and the dancers, and in the correspondence between them. Based on the previous observations and theories referred to above, I hypothesize that:

a) The underlying reference structure in telespringar is asymmetrical, that is, it consists of beats of uneven durations (e.g., Groven, 1971; Blom, 1981; Kvifte, 2007; Johansson, 2009).

b) The underlying beat duration pattern as expressed in the fiddler’s integrated foot stamping (Kvifte, 1999; Ahlbäck, 2003; Johansson, 2009) is present in the vertical motion of the dancers’ center of gravity (Blom, 1981, 1993, 2006; Kvifte, 2004).

c) Beat related sonic events correspond to this shared underlying reference structure.

Toward this end, I recorded skilled performers as they played and danced telespringar using an infrared motion capture system and sound and video recording. The focus of the study is on the underlying beat level. Accordingly, the sound analysis concentrates on beat-related sonic events, and the motion analysis concentrates on the fiddler’s periodic foot stamping and the dancers’ periodic vertical body motions.

**Participants and Equipment**

Three skilled telespringar performers, one fiddler and two dancers, participated in the study. The fiddler played telespringar on a traditional Hardanger fiddle, and the dancers performed the telespringar dance. The performers’ body motions were recorded using an optical infrared motion capture system from Qualisys[4] that consisted of nine Oqus 300 and four Oqus 400 cameras, tracking at a frame rate of 200 Hz. The sound was recorded using Logic Pro X[5] and played back using Reaper.[6] The sound and the motion caption recordings were synchronized using a custom-built Max/MSP patch, all running on a Macintosh. In addition, the performances were video recorded for reference purposes.

**Placement of the Markers**

Twenty markers were attached to the fiddler’s body, including one control marker. In addition, four markers were attached to the fiddle and two to the bow. Thirty reflective markers were attached to each of the dancers’ bodies, including six control markers on each dancer. The control markers were positioned slightly differently on the two dancers’ bodies, in order to distinguish between them. Marker placement on the fiddler, the fiddle, and the dancers is presented in Figure 2 (see also Appendix A).
Figure 2. The placement of the markers attached on (a) the dancers and (b) the fiddler.

Recordings

All recordings were carried out in the fourMs motion lab at the Department of Musicology at the University of Oslo.[7] In order to investigate different aspects of music and motion correspondence, and the interaction between the performers in telespringar, we completed a total of ten recordings with three different setups. In session I, the fiddler was recorded alone while playing telespringar on the Hardanger fiddle. In session II, the dancers were recorded alone, dancing to the previous recording. In session III, the fiddler and the dancers performed and were recorded together. An overview of the recordings is presented in Table 1. The present paper only addresses the recordings from session III.

Table 1. An overview of all of the recordings. The present paper only addresses the recordings from session III. Supplementary audio files can be found here: http://hdl.handle.net/1811/80550

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Tunes</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Fiddler (solo)</td>
<td>Urjen</td>
<td>Concert version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sud-Kåsen</td>
<td>Concert version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Urjen</td>
<td>Dance version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sud-Kåsen</td>
<td>Dance version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jørønatten</td>
<td>Concert tune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Dancers (solo)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Without music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Urjen</td>
<td>Dance version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sud-Kåsen</td>
<td>Dance version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Fiddler and dancers</td>
<td>Urjen</td>
<td>Dance version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sud-Kåsen</td>
<td>Dance version</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANALYSES AND RESULTS

The collected motion data was analyzed using the MoCap Toolbox for Matlab (Burger & Toiviainen, 2013) and custom-made Matlab scripts. The sound data was analyzed using Sonic Visualiser, Amadeus Pro, MIR Toolbox for Matlab (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007), and custom-made Matlab scripts.

The Fiddler’s Foot Stamping

As previously mentioned, the fiddler’s foot stamping is considered integral to Hardanger fiddle playing and may also express the meter in telespringar. I therefore sought to investigate the rhythm pattern of the fiddler’s foot stamping through the recordings. The fiddler in the study appears to stamp his feet in the same manner in all of the recordings. A visualization of the vertical position of the fiddler’s foot motion reveals that he stamps his left toe and right heel simultaneously two times in every measure, and his right toe once in every measure. Consequently, the rhythm pattern of the fiddler’s foot stamping could be estimated based on the vertical motions of his toes. In order to determine the temporal points when the fiddler’s toes hit the floor, the acceleration was calculated by applying a second order derivation with a Savitzky-Golay FIR smoothing filter (filter length of 5 frames) to the collected position data. Visualizations of the vertical position and acceleration of the fiddler's left and right toe are presented in Figure 3.

![Fiddler foot stamping](image1)

**Figure 3.** Plots showing an example of the vertical position (top) and the corresponding vertical acceleration (bottom) of the fiddler’s right and left toes. The points in time when the toes hit the floor are indicated by the vertical dashed lines.

The plots of the fiddler’s toes in Figure 3 indicate that the peaks in acceleration correspond to the fiddler’s foot stamping. In order to produce a representation of the beat duration pattern based on the fiddler’s foot stamping, I applied a function that picked peaks over a threshold of 10,000 mm/s² to the acceleration data. The intervals between the acceleration peaks (durations) were calculated and subsequently converted into percentages, according to their percentage of the measure. Finally, the mean duration of the first, second, and third beats, as indicated by the fiddler’s foot stamping, were calculated. The mean beat durations with corresponding standard deviations (SD) for both Urjen and Sud-Kåsen are presented in Table 2.
Table 2 indicates that the first, second, and third beats have different mean durations in Urjen and Sud-Kåsen, respectively. I then compared those durations using analysis of variance (ANOVA). A one-way ANOVA showed significant differences between the durations (all \( p < .001 \)) for both tunes, and Bonferroni corrected post-hoc pairwise comparisons (First-Second, First-Third, Second-Third) showed significant differences between all the beat types (\( p < .001 \) for Urjen and \( p < .01 \) for Sud-Kåsen). These results suggest that the foot stamping follows a long–medium–short beat duration pattern.

### Table 2. The rhythm patterns of the fiddler’s foot stamping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tunes</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Mean beat duration in % (SD)</th>
<th>Duration Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urjen</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>39 (2.2)</td>
<td>36 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sud-Kåsen</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>39 (1.5)</td>
<td>38 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correspondence between the Fiddler’s Foot Stamping and the Beat Level in the Musical Sound**

If the fiddler’s foot stamping represents an underlying reference structure at beat level, one might assume that the foot stamping corresponds to beat related events in the audio signal. In order to investigate this possibility, I had to locate beats based on the sound signal. The beginnings of musical events can sometimes be discerned in a sudden increase in energy in the sound signal. These energy peaks can be detected by applying a peak picking function to an envelope curve (the outer shape of the audio waveform). However, the Hardanger fiddle is a bowed instrument, the sound of which is produced through continuous bowing motions that do not generate acute amplitude peaks. In addition, the style of Hardanger fiddle playing is very ornamented and relies upon the extensive use of slides and grace notes. Hence, rhythm structures based on the sound signal of Hardanger fiddle playing are not easily detected.

The complexity of Hardanger fiddle sound also becomes clear when investigating the visualizations of the telespringar sound. I plotted the amplitude waveforms and the envelope curves, showing fluctuation in energy (see Figure 4a/b and Figure 5a/b), the spectral flux, indicating contrasts in the spectrogram (see Figure 4c and Figure 5c). In addition, a complex domain onset detection function (Complex DF; Duxbury et al., 2003) implemented in Sonic Visualiser, was applied to the sound signal and plotted as a curve whose peaks indicate important changes in the energy and phase domain combined (see Figure 4d and Figure 5d). In his thesis on asymmetrical grooves in Norwegian folk music, Mats Johansson (2009) developed a technique for manually determining the temporal positions of beat-related musical events using software that displayed the waveform and played back the music simultaneously. By moving his cursor back and forth, he could select the beginnings of musical events that were closest to a beat. I used a similar procedure but relied on Sonic Visualiser displaying the audio waveform, an envelope, a curve showing the spectral flux, and an onset curve from the Complex DF while simultaneously playing back the music in order to manually pick beat related peaks from the plots. When one investigates the waveform and the envelope curve, it becomes clear that the arrivals of new musical events do not result in higher energy levels. The curves showing spectral flux and Complex DF do show peaks, however the arrivals of new musical events are not represented by one unambiguous peak but by several, or a cluster of peaks. Naturally, the more complex the sound signal, the less clear the musical events are in the curves, but even the most straightforward musical events seem to be represented by multiple peaks rather than a single peak. For example, in one of the phrases early in the recording of Sud-Kåsen, the first three quarter notes can be discerned in the Complex DF curve as multiple peaks, whereas the following quarter notes are less clear (see Figure 4d). Even when moving the cursor back
and fourth, starting the play back of the sound from different temporal points indicated by the peaks, it is unclear which peaks, if any, represent the musical events’ actual perceptual onsets. When one listens to the recordings of *Sud-Kåsen* and *Urjen*, one perceives a beat level in the music to be synchronized with the fiddler’s foot stamping, but any attempt to determine beat positions based on the physical sound signal proved fruitless.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** The correspondence between the audio signal and the fiddler’s foot stamping in *Sud-Kåsen* visualized as the (a) waveform with the corresponding, (b) audio envelope, (c) spectral flux, (d) the onset curve based on the complex domain prediction detection function, and (e) the vertical motions of the fiddler’s toes. The temporal beat positions, estimated from the fiddler’s foot stamping, are indicated by vertical dotted lines in the plots.
Figure 5. The correspondence between the audio signal and the fiddler’s foot stamping in *Urjen* visualized as the (a) waveform with the corresponding, (b) audio envelope, (c) spectral flux, (d) the onset curve based on the complex domain prediction detection function, and (e) the vertical motions of the fiddler’s toes. The temporal beat positions, estimated from the fiddler’s foot stamping, are indicated by vertical dotted lines in the plots.

The Patterned Libration of the Body’s Center of Gravity in the Telespringar Dancing

In traditional Norwegian folk dance, the vertical motion of the dancers’ center of gravity is thought to follow a regular pattern. According to Blom’s (1981, 1993, 2006) libration hypothesis, the vertical motion of the dancers’ center of gravity in telespringar is composed of two down/up motions in each measure, with the
second one being slightly deeper than the first (see Figure 1). In order to investigate whether the shape of the dancers’ libration curves in the present study correspond to Blom’s libration hypothesis, I plotted the vertical motion of the markers attached to the dancers’ right back hip together with a visualization of Blom’s libration hypothesis (see Figure 6). The markers attached to the dancers’ right hip were chosen both because they were located near the dancers’ center of gravity and because there were almost no missing frames in the data obtained from these markers. The gaps in the data were gap-filled by linear interpolation. The plots presented in Figure 6 indicate that the shape of the dancers’ libration curves accords with Blom’s libration hypothesis.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** Plots showing the vertical motions of the dancers’ hips and a visualization of Blom’s libration hypothesis. The shape of the vertical motions of the dancers’ hips seems to accord with Blom’s libration hypothesis.

Since the dancers’ libration pattern is typically understood to remain consistent throughout the dance performance, I wanted to see how stable the dancers’ libration curves actually were. According to Blom’s libration hypothesis the highest peaks in the libration curve correspond to the beginning of each measure (see Figure 1). In order to determine the start of each libration period, a custom made Matlab function that picked peaks in a graph based directional changes was applied to the dancers’ libration curves. The peak corresponding to the first dance beat (the highest peak) was used as a starting point for the libration pattern in each cycle. The libration curves were then divided into measures, as defined by the first dance beat in each cycle, and plotted together. Since I was interested in the shape of the librations, not their exact measurements, the libration curves were normalized by the root mean square (RMS) of each curve. The plots in Figure 7 include all of the libration curves defined by the first peak in each libration pattern for each dancer for each tune. Both dancers’ libration patterns consist of two down/up motions, the last one being slightly deeper than
the first. This accords with Blom’s hypothesis (see Figure 1). The plots in Figure 7 show that the shape of the libration curves is approximately the same in every measure, for both dancers in both tunes. This supports the view that the shape of the libration is in fact very stable over time.

According to Blom’s (1981) hypothesis, a dancer’s libration curve is related to the musical meter—that is, the first down/up motion corresponds to the duration of the first musical beat, the second down motion corresponds to the duration of the second musical beat, and the second up motion corresponds to the duration of the third musical beat (see Figure 1). In order to investigate the dancers’ beat duration patterns based on the libration curves, I applied a mathematical function that picked peaks and troughs in a graph to each individual libration curve. In this way, the dance beats’ corresponding peaks and troughs were extracted. Because it might take some time to “get into the groove,” the first four dance measures in each recording

**Figure 7.** Plots showing the vertical motion of the marker attached to the dancers’ right back hip. The libration curves are chunked into measures, as defined by the first dance beat in each cycle, and normalized by RMS of each curve.
were excluded from the analysis. In addition, one measure where the male dancer performed only one
down/up motion instead of two was excluded in the analysis of Urjen. The durations of dance beats were
estimated using the extracted peaks and troughs and converted into percentages, according to their percentage
of the measure. The mean beat durations in percentages with corresponding standard deviations (SD) based
on the turning points in the dancers’ libration curves are presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Mean durations with corresponding standard deviation (SD) based on the dancers’ libration patterns.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tunes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urjen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sud-Kåsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (mean of means, N = 456):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to investigate which of the variables dancer, tune, and beat type (first, second, or third beat)
is responsible for most variation in the data, a repeated-measures three-way ANOVA was conducted for all
beats, with dancer, tune, and beat type as the independent variables and beat durations as the dependent
variable. The result showed significant main effects for beat type \(F(1.8, 203.82) = 2917.34, p < .001\), partial
\(\eta^2 = .96\) and a significant interaction between the dancer and the beat type on the beat duration \(F(1.44,
162.3) = 19.6, p < .001\), partial \(\eta^2 = .15\). No significant main effects were found for dancer \(F(1, 113) = .85,
p = .358\) or tune \(F(1, 113) = .01, p = .922\), and there was no significant interaction between dancer and
tune \(F(1, 113) = 1.13, p = .29\), tune and beat type \(F(1.43, 161.1) = 2.72, p = .087\) or dancer, tune and beat
type \(F(1.63, 183.88) = 2.09, p = .136\). Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests of pairs of averaged mean beat
durations showed significant differences between all beat types (all \(p < .01\)), suggesting an overall long–
medium–short duration pattern.

I also wanted to investigate each dancer’s beat duration pattern in each tune, based on the turning
points in their libration curves. A one-way ANOVA showed significant differences between the durations (\(p < .001\)). For the male dancer, Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests showed significant differences between all
beat durations (\(p < .001\)), suggesting a long–medium–short duration pattern in both tunes, based on his
libration curves. For the female dancer, on the other hand, significant differences were found between the
first beats and the second and third beats in both tunes (all \(p < .001\)), and between the second and third beats in Sud-Kåsen (\(p < .1\)), but no significant differences were found between the second and third beats in Urjen (\(p = 1.00\)), indicating a long–short–short duration pattern for the female dancer in Urjen and a long–short–
medium duration pattern in Sud-Kåsen.

Comparing the Fiddler’s and Dancers’ Beat Duration Patterns

The beat duration patterns obtained from the fiddler’s foot stamping and the turning points in the dancers’
libration curves indicate that all of the performers (that is, the fiddler, the male dancer, and the female dancer)
work from different duration patterns. In order to investigate this more in detail, I compared the mean
durations for the first, second, and third beats derived from the fiddler’s foot stamping and the two dancers’
libration curves for the recordings of Urjen and Sud-Kåsen, respectively. One-way ANOVAs showed
significant differences between the durations (all \(p < .01\) for Urjen and all \(p < .001\) for Sud-Kåsen). For Urjen,
Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests showed significant differences between all of the second beat durations (all p < .001) and between the fiddler’s first beat duration and both of the dancers’ first beat durations (both p < .001). For Sud-Kåsen, significant differences were found between all of the beat durations for all beat types (all p < .001) except for the male and female dancers’ first beat (p = .08). This result indicates not only that the female and male dancers’ beat duration patterns, as defined by the turning points in their libration curves, seem to differ from the fiddler’s beat duration pattern, but also that they seem to differ from one another.

![Figure 8](image-url) Figure 8. Plots showing the vertical motions of the dancers’ hips and the vertical motion of the fiddler’s foot stamping for four measures. The dancers’ libration curves seem to follow a periodic pattern that corresponds to the measure level as defined by the fiddler’s foot stamping. The temporal positions of the first beat in every measure, estimated from the fiddler’s foot stamping, are indicated as vertical dashed lines.

An Alternative Interpretation of the Correspondence between the Fiddler’s Foot Stamping and the Dancers’ Libration Curves

Although the fiddler’s foot stamping and the turning points in the dancer’s libration curves do not seem to be synchronized, manual visual inspection of Figure 8 indicates that the dancers’ libration curves follow a periodic pattern that corresponds to the measure level as defined by the fiddler’s foot stamping. Moreover, chunked plots showing the vertical motion of the marker attached to the dancers’ right back hip (Figure 7) show that the shape of the libration curve is also very stable over time. These observations indicate a relationship between the fiddler’s foot stamping and the dancers’ libration curves. Also, looking at the video, one has the impression that the lowest trough in the libration curve is related to the second beat in the music. In order to investigate how stable the libration curves were in relation to the fiddler’s foot stamping, I divided the libration curves into measures, not by the turning points in the libration curves, as in Figure 7, but by the
first beat as determined by the fiddler’s foot stamping. Subsequently, the libration chunks were normalized by RMS and plotted together in order to generate an impression of the stability of the motion over time (see Figure 9). When divided by the fiddler’s foot stamping, the libration patterns do not start at a turning point, but in the middle of a downward motion just before a turning point. This “half” down motion is followed by an up/down and an up/“half” down motion. This pattern is repeated in each measure for each dancer in both tunes indicating that the libration curves are stable, also when parsed according to the fiddler’s foot stamping.

**Figure 9.** Plots showing the vertical motions of the male and female dancers’ hips, chunked into measures according to the fiddler’s foot stamping, normalized by RMS of each curve, and plotted in the same plot.

Since the libration curves seem to be stable over time at measure level according to the fiddler’s foot stamping, I wanted to investigate whether they were stable at beat level as well. Consequently, I divided the libration curves into beats in accordance with the fiddler’s foot stamping, normalized by each curve’s RMS. The chunks corresponding to the first, second, and third beats were plotted in the same plot, respectively (see Figure 10).
The plots in Figure 10 indicate that the shape of the libration curves is stable over time at beat level in relation to the fiddler’s foot stamping. The second beat duration, in particular, seems to correspond to the dancers’ deepest down/up motion. Blom’s (1981) libration pattern hypothesis takes as point of departure that the turning points in the dancers’ libration curves is synchronized with musical meter and the fiddler’s foot stamping. The motion analysis of the dancers’ libration curves in this study, however, does imply that it is not the turning points in the libration curve that corresponds to the fiddler’s foot stamping but the libration shape that corresponds to the beat duration pattern indicated by the fiddler’s foot stamping. The duration of the first beat seems to correspond to a vertical S-shape; the duration of the second beat corresponds to the deepest down/up motion; and the duration of the third beat corresponds to the final short up/down motion (Figure 10). These findings suggest an alternative interpretation of the correspondence between the beat level, as indicated by the fiddler’s foot stamping, and the dancers’ periodic libration pattern (Figure 11). The shape of the alternative libration curve and Blom’s libration hypothesis is identical, but the alternative libration curve’s position is phase shifted in relation to the beat level.

To get an impression of how the data collected in this study corresponds with the alternative libration curve, I plotted the dancers’ libration curves together with the temporal positions of the fiddler’s foot stamping, both based on the actual measurements, and a visualization of the alternative libration curve for

**Figure 10.** Plots showing the libration curves of the male and female dancers, divided into beats in accordance with the fiddler’s foot stamping. The dancers’ libration curves seem to follow the same motion pattern at beat level over time.

**Figure 11.** An illustration showing Blom’s libration hypothesis (dashed line) and an alternative interpretation of the correspondence between the beat level, as indicated by the fiddler’s foot stamping, and the dancers’ libration pattern (solid line). The shape of the alternative libration pattern is identical to Blom’s libration hypothesis, but its position in relation to the beat level is phase shifted.
four measures (Figure 12). Vertical lines represent the temporal positions of the underlying beat pattern, as indicated by the fiddler’s foot stamping. The first beat is represented by a vertical solid line and the second and third beats are represented by vertical dashed lines. The plots in Figure 12 show that the shape of the dancers’ measured libration patterns, divided into beat durations as indicated by the fiddler’s foot stamping, accords with the alternative libration hypothesis.

Figure 12. Plots showing the vertical motions of the dancers’ hips and a visualization of the alternative libration hypothesis for four measures. The first beat in each measure is represented by vertical solid lines and the second and third beats are represented by vertical dashed lines. The plots of the dancers’ libration curves and the fiddler’s foot stamping is based on the data collected in this study, whereas the alternative libration hypothesis is a standardized model. The shape of the vertical motions of the dancers’ hips, divided by the fiddler’s foot stamping, seems to accord with the alternative libration hypothesis.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, I sought to investigate whether performers’ periodic body motion in telespringar performance could be understood as an expression of an underlying reference structure, and how this motion might correspond to beat related sonic events in the musical sound. The fiddler’s foot stamping is thought to be an integral part of telespringar playing, and it has been suggested that it is related to the asymmetrical beats of the genre (Kvifte, 1983; Ahlbäck, 2003; Blom, 2006). The motion analysis of the fiddler’s foot stamping in this study revealed a stable asymmetrical long–medium–short duration pattern at beat level, which agrees with previous observations and findings (Groven, 1971; Blom, 1981; Mårds, 1999; Haugen, 2015). Determining how this pattern corresponds to beat related musical events in the sound signal is no easy task. Unlike the unambiguous acceleration peaks in the fiddler’s foot stamping, there are no immediate changes in the sound signal to indicate the obvious onset of a new music event, in either the energy domain or the spectral
flux, or in their combination. The sound of Hardanger fiddle playing can be characterized as “flowing,” and
many things contribute to this quality. The Hardanger fiddle is a bowed instrument, so the arrival of a new
musical event does not necessarily result in a sudden change in the sound signal; in addition, the temporal
position of the perceptual attack point (Wright, 2008) is ambiguous at best. Likewise, the style of fiddle
playing is very ornamented, and musical events are often characterized by a slide or grace note at the very
beginning of the event (Johansson, 2010).[9] The resonating sympathetic strings also contribute a drone that
makes it even more difficult to extract rhythm structures from an analysis of the sound signal. A complex
domain onset detection function (Duxbury et al., 2003), combining energy-based and phase-based
approaches, and a curve indicating contrasts in the spectrogram (spectral flux) indicated that the arrival of
new musical events could be recognized in some short sections of the music, not as unambiguous peaks but
as clusters of peaks. However, it was not possible to determine which of these peaks, if any, represented beat
related musical events.

Despite the initially unclear beat patterns in the actual sounding music, people familiar with the style
of telespringar can readily determine the temporal positions of the beats, as is proven by the very stable
libration patterns of the dancers in this study. It is commonly agreed that the music and dance of telespringar
evolved together and influenced one another, and it has been further suggested that the rhythm structures in
the music should be investigated in relation to the motion patterns of the corresponding dance. In this regard,
the vertical motion of the dancers’ center of gravity, which produces the libration curves, has been highlighted
as particularly important. Although the footsteps in telespringar dancing vary, the libration patterns of the
dancers seem to be stable. Certain turning points (peaks and troughs) in the dancers’ libration curves have
been directly related to the beat level in the musical sound and the fiddler’s foot stamping (see Figure 1).
However, the findings of this study do not support this hypothesis. First of all, the rhythm patterns derived
from the turning points in the dancers’ libration curves deviate from the fiddler’s foot stamping. Secondly,
the male and female dancers seem to work from different rhythm patterns despite dancing together to the
same music. As pointed out earlier, several metrical interpretations can coexist in certain music styles. One
interpretation of these divergent duration patterns may be that the dancers’ libration patterns introduce an
additional metrical level, implying a polyrhythmic interpretation of telespringar. Yet if the turning points in the
dancers’ libration curves and the fiddler’s foot stamping indicated two possible metrical interpretations, they
would have to have a common beat at some point. The libration segments in Figure 10, in which the libration
curves are divided in accordance with the fiddler’s foot stamping, indicate that neither the peaks nor the
troughs in the dancers’ libration curves seem to be synchronized with any of the foot stamps. The shape of
the libration curves, on the other hand, seem to be very stable over time at both the measure level (Figure 9)
and the beat level (Figure 10), as defined by the fiddler’s foot stamping. The down/up motion that corresponds
to the second beat is particularly similar from measure to measure. It is therefore not the temporal positions
of the turning points in the dancers’ libration curves that correspond to the temporal positions of the fiddler’s
foot stamping, but the libration shape that corresponds to the beat duration pattern indicated by the fiddler’s
foot stamping. Based on this finding, an alternative libration curve (Figure 11) has been suggested. The shape
of the alternative libration curve is identical to Blom’s (1981) libration curve, but its position in relation to
the fiddler’s foot stamping has been phase shifted.

The libration curves seem to be perfectly synchronized with both measure and beat levels of the
fiddler’s foot stamping, but, again, not in the arrival of the turning points but rather in the shape of the curve.
The acceleration curve based on the fiddler’s foot stamping, on the other hand, revealed unambiguous spikes
that corresponded to the temporal positions where the fiddler’s toes hit the floor. The periodicity and
regularity of both the fiddler’s foot stamping and the dancers’ libration curves, and the correspondence
between them, suggest that they have a common understanding of the underlying reference structure, and
that this underlying structure may be externalized by the fiddler’s foot stamping. Looking at the visualizations
of the sound signal together with the fiddler’s foot stamping, some clusters of onset peaks in the sound signal
may correlate with the fiddler’s foot stamping (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). One reason why telespringar
rhythm structures cannot be analyzed correctly based on the sound signal alone may therefore be that the
perception and production of those structures happen in relation to the corresponding body motions—that is, they are produced and perceived in relation to an embodied reference structure that is present in the dance and in the fiddler’s body motion. In that sense, the perception and production of telespringar depend upon an embodied tacit knowledge of the underlying asymmetrical reference structure.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigates periodic rhythm patterns in music and body motions in Norwegian telespringar and argues that the underlying reference structure (meter) in telespringar is asymmetrical—that is, it consists of beats of uneven duration—and that this is tacitly embodied knowledge among people who are conversant with telespringar. I argue that this underlying asymmetrical structure is indicated by the fiddler’s regular foot stamping and corresponds to the dancers’ stable libration patterns, and also to beat related sonic events in the music. This is consistent with the view that the construction of meter should be understood in relation to body motion and the idea of a common slow pulse, suggesting a referent level above the beats that we divide using our bodies (Kvifte, 2007). This is also in line with the view that music perception comprises a fusion of auditory and motor sensations (Godøy, 2006, 2011), and also Blom’s motor theory of rhythm, which implies that rhythm belongs to the field of tacit and embodied knowledge based on motor experiences (Blom, 2006). Telespringar is dance music, and the complexity of its rhythms may be a result of the mutual interaction of the music and the dance. This result can also be understood as a testament to the existence of an embodied meter in music. Although this paper deals with rhythm structures in Norwegian telespringar, its conclusions may also be relevant to a more general discussion of the correspondence between music and motion in rhythm perception.
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NOTES

[1] Correspondence can be addressed to: Mari Romarheim Haugen, Department of Musicology, University of Oslo. E-mail: m.r.haugen@imv.uio.no.

[2] In this paper, the word polymetric is used to describe music where more than one metrical interpretation is possible—an aural equivalent of Wittgenstein’s ambiguous duck/rabbit figure, where the same figure can be seen as either a rabbit or a duck, but not both at the same time. See also the discussion of the principle of exclusive allocation in Bregman (1990).

[3] In free dance studies.


[8] In this paper, the category medium is used to describe beat duration ratios significantly different from the long and the short beat duration categories. Here, for example, the medium category is closer to the long than the short.

[9] The challenge of determining exact beat onsets in the pols/springar tunes of Norway and Sweden, based on the physical sound signal, has been discussed in Johansson (2010).
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APPENDIX A

Placement of the markers attached to the fiddle, the fiddler’s body, and the dancers’ bodies. Twenty-six markers were attached to the fiddler/fiddle and thirty markers were attached to the dancers’ bodies (L = left, R = right, F = front, B = back, CTR = control).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Markers</th>
<th>Fiddler/fiddle</th>
<th>Dancers</th>
<th>Markers</th>
<th>Fiddler/fiddle</th>
<th>Dancers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RF head</td>
<td>RF head</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>R toe</td>
<td>LB hip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RB head</td>
<td>RB head</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>L knee</td>
<td>R knee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>LF head</td>
<td>LF head</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>L heel</td>
<td>R ankle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>LB head</td>
<td>LB head</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>L toe</td>
<td>R heel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>R shoulder</td>
<td>R shoulder</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>CTR back</td>
<td>R toe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>R elbow</td>
<td>R elbow</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Bow tip</td>
<td>L knee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>R wrist</td>
<td>R wrist</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Bow frog</td>
<td>L ankle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>L shoulder</td>
<td>L shoulder</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>F tail piece</td>
<td>L heel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>L elbow</td>
<td>L elbow</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Fiddle head</td>
<td>L toe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>L wrist</td>
<td>L wrist</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Fiddle R corner</td>
<td>CTR back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Fiddle R corner</td>
<td>CTR front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>RB hip</td>
<td>Manubrium of sternum</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CTR R upper arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>LB hip</td>
<td>RF hip</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CTR R lower arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>R knee</td>
<td>RB hip</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CTR L upper arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>R heel</td>
<td>LF hip</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CTR L lower arm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>